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Abstract—Compression of machine learning models, and of
neural networks in particular, has become an essential prob-
lem among practitioners. Many different approaches including
quantization, pruning, low-rank and tensor decompositions have
been proposed in the literature to solve the problem. Despite
this, an important unanswered question remains: what is the best
compression scheme for a model? As a step towards answering
this question objectively and fairly, we empirically compare
quantization, pruning, and low-rank compressions in the algo-
rithmic footing of the Learning-Compression (LC) framework.
This allows us to explore the compression schemes systematically
and perform an apples-to-apples comparison along the entire
error-compression tradeoff curves. We describe our methodology,
the framework, experimental setup, and present our comparisons.
Based on our experiments, we conclude that the choice of
compression is strongly model-dependent: for example, VGG16
is better compressed with pruning, while quantization is more
suitable for the ResNets. This, once again, underlines the need
for a common benchmark of compression schemes with fair and
objective comparisons of the models of interest.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fueled by the recent progress in the fields of image-,

audio/video-, and general signal processing, machine learning

models and, in particular, deep neural networks are finding

their places in everyday devices like smartphones, wearables,

and internet of things (IoT) devices. The general trend enabling

these models’ success, the ever-increasing sizes and computa-

tional requirements backed by high performance hardware like

GPUs and TPUs, comes as a challenge when these models are

needed to be deployed into intelligent devices with stringent

constraints in terms of power, CPU clock speed, or other

resource limits. The neverending arms race between larger

models and smaller devices poses the question of model com-

pression: how to deploy a trained model into a smaller device

while satisfying the device constraints and yet maintaining the

accuracy of the model?

In the literature, many solutions have been proposed to the

model compression problem. Some of the popular approaches

include various forms of quantization [1]–[3] (like binariza-

tion [4], ternarization [5], [6], fixed-point quantization [7]–

[10]); structured and unstructured pruning [11]–[16]; low-rank

and tensor decompositions [17]–[20], [20]–[30]; and different

combinations of those (e.g., prune then quantize combination

of Han et al. [31] and others [32]). Among these research

directions, the fundamental problem is that in practice, we

do not know what type of compression (or their combination)

is the best for a model. As a step towards answering this

question, in this paper, we task ourselves with a systematic

empirical comparison of common compression mechanisms

on popular neural networks. We believe such a comparison is

long needed in the community, and our paper fills the gap by

establishing a robust yet an easy to perform benchmark.

To perform the comparison, in principle, it may be possible

to try different existing (possibly off-the shelf) compression

schemes with corresponding algorithms, but practically it is

often impossible due to several factors:
1) Fairness and objectivity of comparison. Available com-

pression methods have different algorithmic foundations:

for instance, while popular quantization algorithms re-

vert to modification of the gradient during forward or

backward pass (e.g., [1], [33]), many pruning methods

involve adding penalties to the loss function [14], [34].

Differences in the algorithms prevent us from attributing

the success of the compression to the mechanism itself, its

optimization, or other confounding yet unknown factors.

2) Availability of the generally applicable codes. While a

significant portion of the research papers share the actual

implementations of their methods, these codes are heavily

tuned to work with a particular architecture used in

the paper itself. Modification of these codes require a

substantial effort which prevents researchers from easily

applying the method to a new architecture/network.

3) The choice of hyperparameters. Often the important hy-

perparamters of the compression mechanisms (e.g., the

amount of thresholding for ℓ1 pruning) are left undis-

closed in the description of the method. Even if the

hyperparameters are fully revealed, the underlying reason

of why the hyperparameters were chosen in a certain way

is not discussed which prevents one from applying it to

a new compression task.



To address the aforementioned challenges, for our sys-

tematic comparison we use our open source toolkit1 based

on the ideas of Learning Compression (LC) algorithm [35].

The LC framework allows to seamlessly integrate number

of compression types under the same algorithmic foundation,

including several forms of pruning, quantization and low-rank

factorizations while simultaneously achieving state-of-the-art

results with these compressions as described in a series of

papers [2], [30], [35]–[41]. Such integration is possible due to

the general mathematical formulation of the model compres-

sion problem employed in our framework which is combined

with an alternating optimization solution. This results in an

algorithm, which alternates the solution of two well-defined

problems. One problem has the form of a standard model

training (neural network learning) using the original loss and

dataset but with an additional regularization term, (the learning

(L) step). The other problem has the form of a standard

signal processing problem involving the model parameters

but not the loss or dataset, which can be solved using an

existing algorithm for the chosen form of compression (the

compression (C) step).

The decoupling of model training (L step) from model com-

pression (C step) allows us to perform highly controlled ex-

periments while exploring different compression mechanisms

along their error-compression tradeoff curves: once the L-step

solution is available, trying a new compression mechanism

is equivalent to combining the L step with a new, different

C step. This, in turn, allows us to make the apples-to-apples

comparisons: we use single, fixed set of hyperparameters for

the L steps, thus, eliminating any confounding effects of the

underlying optimization.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-

tion II we give a detailed overview of Learning-Compression

algorithm followed by the overview of its software implemen-

tation in section II-A. In section III we fill in the details of

compression forms and the corresponding C-step solutions. In

section IV we describe our experimental setup and present

comparisons of pruning, low-rank, and quantization compres-

sions on multiple networks of interest.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE LEARNING COMPRESSION

FRAMEWORK

Let us assume we are given a neural network with weights

w that has been trained to minimize some loss function

L (e.g., cross-entropy). We will be referring to this well-

trained uncompressed neural network as a reference net. The

Learning Compression framework [35] defines the model

compression as a constrained optimization problem in terms

of low-dimensional parameters Θ in the following way:

min
w,Θ

L(w) + λC(Θ) s.t. w = ∆(Θ). (1)

Here, ∆ is a decompression mapping from the low-

dimensional (compressed) space of Θ into the space of

weights w (see sec. III for more details); the term λC(Θ)

1https://github.com/UCMerced-ML/LC-model-compression
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Fig. 1. The illustration of the model compression definition given by
problem (1) when λ = 0. The loss function L(w) is defined over entire
w-space, depicted with green contours, and has a minimum at point w. The
space of decompressible models (given by the form of of ∆) is illustrated in
gray. To obtain the constrained minima of the problem (the point w∗), the LC
algorithm alternates between L and C steps while driving parameter µ → ∞

forming path w
∗(µ).

with λ > 0 captures the cost of the compressed model in terms

of the costs of interest like size, energy consumption, etc. We

illustrate this definition pictorially for the case of λ = 0 in

Fig. 1.

The problem (1) is a constrained optimization problem in-

volving usually non-convex loss L (due to an underlying neu-

ral network) and the problem is potentially non-differentiable

due to the compression term ∆(Θ) (for instance when we

use binarization as a form of compression). To efficiently

handle this problem we bring the equality constraints into the

objective using a penalty method [42, ch. 17] and optimize

the following while driving µ→∞:

min
w,Θ

L(w) + λC(Θ) +
µ

2
‖w −∆(Θ)‖. (2)

The penalty formulation (2) now admits alternating optimiza-

tion solution if minimized separately over w and Θ, revealing

L and C steps:

• L (learning) step: minw L(w) + µ
2
‖w −∆(Θ)‖

2
. This

is a regular learning problem of the uncompressed model

but with a quadratic regularization term. The L step is

independent from the form of chosen compression.

• C (compression) step: minΘ ‖w −∆(Θ)‖
2
+ λC(Θ).

When λ = 0 it means finding the best lossy compression

of the current uncompressed model weights w in the ℓ2
sense: as we show next, many compressions of interest

https://github.com/UCMerced-ML/LC-model-compression


input training data and model with parameters w

w← w = argminw L(w) pretrained model

Θ← Θ
DC = Π(w) init compression

β ← 0

for µ = µ0 < µ1 < · · · <∞
w← argminw L(w) + µ

2
‖w −∆(Θ)− 1

µ
β‖

2
L step

Θ← argminΘ ‖w −
1

µ
β −∆(Θ)‖

2
+ λC(Θ) C step

β ← β − µ(w −∆(Θ)) multipliers step

if ‖w −∆(Θ)‖ is small enough then exit the loop

return w, Θ

Fig. 2. Full pseudocode of Learning Compression algorithm using the
augmented Lagrangian.

appear as well-formulated and well-studied problems in

the C step. The C-step solution only depends on the

actual form of of the compression scheme ∆(Θ) and

the structure of the cost C(Θ).

Here and throughout the paper we use the quadratic penalty

method as our penalty function. However, in practice we

implement the augmented Lagrangian version which has an

additional vector of multipliers, β, of the same dimension as

the weights w. The full pseudocode of LC algorithm is given

in Fig 2.

Overall, the LC algorithm works by alternating between

L and C steps while slowly driving the penalty parameter

µ→∞: this traces a solution path w
∗(µ) as depicted in Fig. 1.

The convergence of this path to the stationary point of (1) were

given under standard assumptions in [35]. Empirically, we

observed that it is sufficient to follow this path approximately,

using an exponential schedule on µ-values of µk = a× bt for

the tth step.

A. LC Toolkit

The LC Toolkit [43] is our in-house implementation of the

LC algorithm available under the open-source BSD 3-clause

license. It is written in Python using PyTorch and contains

all necessary building blocks to compress any neural network.

In the toolkit, the implementation of the L step is handed off

to the user through Python’s anonymous functions. A typical

implementation of the L step would look as follows:

def my_l_step(model, lc_penalty, args**):

# some code is skipped

loss = model.loss(out_, target_) + lc_penalty()

loss.backward()

optimizer.step()

# some code is skipped

Here we skipped some housekeeping code for brevity. Notice

that implementation of L step is no different from a regular

learning of the neural network. Once the implementation of the

L step is provided, user can choose any compression (C step)

available in the toolkit in a mix-and-match way: the toolkit

can handle multiple compression per layer as well as multiple

layers per a single compression. We refer the reader to the full

description of the toolkit’s functionality in [43].

III. COMPRESSION FORMS

In this section we briefly describe the forms of the compres-

sion we are using in our comparison (which are conveniently

available in the LC toolkit as well). Fig. 3 pictorially shows

different compression schemes.

A. Quantization

Quantization is the process of assigning the weights to a

smaller set of codebook entries C: such allocation allows to

store weights more compactly. We consider the general case

of quantization when the weights of the model are compressed

with a learned codebook C = {c1, c2, . . . , cK} of size K. By

using a binary assignment variables zi (for each wi ∈ w) of

the form
∑

k zik = 1 and zik ∈ {0, 1} we can equivalently

reformulate the model quantization problem as:

min
w,C,z1,...zN

L(w) s.t. wi =

K∑

k=1

zikck, ∀i = 1, . . . , N.

This formulation now can be optimized using the he Learning-

Compression algorithm. To see the equivalence to eq. (1) as-

sume Θ = (C, z1, . . . zN ). The corresponding C-step problem

of minΘ ‖w −∆(Θ)‖
2

has the form of:

min
C, z1,...zP

N∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

zik(wi − ck)
2, (3)

which has been thoroughly studied in signal compression and

unsupervised clustering literature, and is known as the k-

means clustering problem. Therefore, we call a standard k-

means routing as the solution of the C-step for the quantization

problem.

reference (uncompressed) quantization elementwise pruning low-rank compression

Fig. 3. Illustration of compressions forms we are exploring in this paper. The weights of a reference layer (left) can be represented in low-rank, pruned, or
quantized forms. Here, black colored lines represent real valued weights; colored weights (red, blue) represent assignment to the same codebook values. The
LC algorithm and the toolkit can handle all this compression schemes out of the box.



B. Elementwise pruning

Pruning is the process of removing (sparsifying) the weights

of the model by settings some of them to be equal to 0. In

this paper we use the ℓ0-norm constrained pruning defined as:

min
w

L(w) s.t. ‖w‖
0
≤ κ. (4)

Since the ℓ0-norm is the count of non-zero items in the

vector, the formulation of (4) allows us to precisely specify

the number of remaining weights after the compression.

We bring (4) into the Learning-Compression form (1) by

introducing a copy parameter θ in the following way:

min
w

L(w) s.t. w = θ, ‖θ‖
0
≤ κ,

for which the C step is given by solving:

min
θ

‖w − θ‖
2

s.t. ‖θ‖
0
≤ κ. (5)

The solution of (5) can be obtained by selecting all but top-

κ weights (in magnitude) of w and zeroing the remaining

weights.

C. Low-rank compression with rank selection

Low-rank compression reparametrizes the weight matrix

W of a layer as product of UV
T : this reduces both size

and computational demands (for an appropriately small rank).

However, such a compression requires knowing the right

choice of the rank for each layer in the network. To address the

issue, we use the automatic rank selection which is formulated

as a suitable optimization problem.

Let us assume we have a model with M layers and the

weight matrices Wl for layer l = 1, . . . ,M . We collectively

refer to this matrices as w = {W1, . . . ,WM}. We define the

following model selection problem over the set of possible

low-rank models:

min
w

L(w) + λC(w)

s.t. rank (Wm) = rm ≤ Rm, ∀m = 1, . . . ,M

Here Rl is the maximum possible rank for matrix Wl and the

compression cost C(w) is defined in terms of the ranks of the

matrices in the following way:

C(w) = C(r1) + C(r2) + · · ·+ C(rL). (6)

Here, C(rl) measures the total parameters required for an rl-

rank matrix of a layer l. To put this rank-selection problem into

Learning-Compression form (eq. 1), we introduce the parame-

ter Θl for each layer. The corresponding C-step problem then

separates over the layers into M independent subproblems of:

min
Θl,rl

λCl(rl) +
µ

2
‖Wl −Θl‖

2

s.t. rank (Θl) = rl ≤ Rl.

The solution of this C step was given in [36], and involves an

SVD and enumeration over the ranks for each layer’s weight

matrix.

One remaining question is how to handle the layers with

non-matrix weights? If the weights are stored in a tensor

TABLE I
DETAILS OF THE NETWORKS WE ARE USING IN OUR EXPERIMENTS. FULL

TRAINING DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN THE TEXT.

Network Dataset Parameters Size, MiB Test error, %

LeNet300 MNSIT 0.27M 1.02 1.79
LeNet5 MNIST 0.40M 1.64 0.57
ResNet20 CIFAR10 0.27M 2.07 8.35
ResNet32 CIFAR10 0.46M 3.56 7.14
VGG16 CIFAR10 15.2M 58.22 6.46

form (e.g., convolutional layers) they must be reshaped into

a matrix. For convolutional layers, two reshaping schemes

known as scheme 1 [20], [22], [24]–[26] and scheme 2 [21],

[23], [26], [44] have been studied in the literature. Both

schemes can be efficiently implemented as a sequence of two

convolutional layers.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We perform our comparison on representative networks

trained on MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets. We choose both

fully-connected (LeNet300) and convolutional networks with

few (LeNet5, ResNet20, ResNet32) and many (VGG16) pa-

rameters. All experiments are initialized from reasonably well-

trained reference networks.

For our comparison experiments we compress all layers

of the networks, only excluding biases (few weights per

layer) and batch-normalization layers. For quantization, we

use separate codebooks per each layer of the same size k.

For a single model we try different values of k = 2, 4, . . .
and generate a corresponding tradeoff curve. For pruning, we

choose the amount of non-zero weights left in the network,

the parameter κ in (4), to be a certain percent from the

total number of weights. The pruning is applied jointly to all

layers. The tradeoff curve is obtained by varying the amount

of κ = 1%, 2%, . . . , etc. For low-rank compression we use

the number of parameters as our target cost C in (6). The

weights of convolutional layers are reshaped using scheme-

2. To obtain the tradeoff curve we use range of values for

λ. We give all compression parameters for each network in

sections IV-B-IV-C.

For a particular model we use same settings of the L-step

optimization (epochs, learning rates, etc.) across all compres-

sions. Once compression is finished, we finetune the models

wrt compressed parameters using SGD: for quantization this

involves optimizing wrt codebook values, for pruning we

finetune wrt non-zero weights, and for low-rank compression

we finetune wrt decomposed low-rank matrices. The amount

and duration of finetuning (epochs, learning rate, etc.) is the

same for all compression of a given model.

The compressions we are applying in our study do operate

with hard-to-compare measurements. For example, in com-

pression literature, for quantized models usually only the size

of the codebook in bits (e.g., 2 bit codebook) is reported.

In contrast, for the elementwise pruning a typically reported



quantity is sparsity (i.e., number of non-zero items). Since

our focus is in fair and objective comparison, we will be

reporting the final size and corresponding compression ratio of

the compressed model when saved to the disk. In section IV-A

we give full details of this process.

A. Storage of the compressed models

We report the compression ratio of a particular compressed

model as the ratio of

compression ratio =
uncompressed size

compressed size
(7)

which is computed wrt to the number of bytes required to

store the corresponding compressed and uncompressed mod-

els. All uncompressed parameters (biases, batch-normalization

weights, etc.) are stored along the model as is, without specific

handling, and included into calculation of the compressed size.

Next, we give the details of how we are storing the compressed

models assuming, for brevity, that there are no uncompressed

parts.

Reference model We assume that reference model is stored

using IEEE 32 bit floating point numbers. Thus uncompressed

size of the model is N × 32 bits where N is the total number

of weights in the model.

Quantized model When we quantize the model, weights are

shared across the network. Therefore, instead of storing the

weight values themselves, for each weight we store its index

in the codebook. If the codebook has K entries then total

storage required is N × ⌈logK⌉ + M × K × 32. The latter

term accounts for the storage of K-sized codebooks for each

of the M layers in the network.

Pruned model When we prune the model, we are left

with exactly κ non-zero weights. However, to store such

model we need to allocate κ × 32 bits for the weights and

additional amount for the sparse index: the locations of the

non-zero weights within the model. Instead of storing the spare

index directly, we adopt storing the differences between the

subsequent indexes (when counted in a flattened array) as

suggested by Han et al. [45]. Each difference is encoded using

p-bit integer where p is chosen optimally to minimize the total

storage of κ× 32 + κ× p.

Low-rank model When we apply low-rank compression to

the neural network, we can equivalently parametrize weight

matrices as a low-rank product of UV
T . Thus, the total

storage required to low-rank model is the total number of

parameters in the low-rank versions of the layers multiplied by

32 bits. Note: occasionally, some layer’s selected rank do not

correspond to the storage savings (for example when algorithm

assigns full rank to this particular layer). In such cases, we save

the layer in its original form using a single full-rank matrix.

B. MNIST experiments

On the MNIST dataset [46] of 60K grayscale images of

28 × 28 we train and subsequently compress LeNet300 and

Caffe version2 of LeNet5. We normalize the pixel grayscale

values of training and test images to the range of [0, 1] and

then subtract the mean image (computed over the training

dataset). Reference networks are trained using the cross-

entropy loss with additional ℓ2 regularization on the weights

(10−5 for LeNet300 and 10−6 for LeNet5). We use stochastic

gradient descent (SGD) accelerated by Nesterov’s scheme

on minibatches of 256 images and momentum of 0.9. Both

reference networks are trained for 300 epochs with the initial

learning rate of 0.1 decayed by 0.99 after ever epoch. Refer-

ence LeNet300 has a test error of 1.67% and LeNet5 has a

test error of 0.57% (see Tab. I)

LC algorithm settings We use same L step settings for all

experiments on a given model. For LeNet300, the L step

is performed using Nesterov’s SGD on minibatches of 256

images with momentum of 0.9, learning rate of 0.1 × 0.98t

at the tth L step. For LeNet5, the L step is performed

using Nesterov’s SGD on minibatches of 256 images with

momentum of 0.9, learning rate of 0.05 × 0.98t at the tth L

step. For both networks each L step is run for 10 epochs.

In total, we have 30 L and C step alternations. We use

multiplicative schedule on µ-values of µt = 10−5 × 1.4t at

the tth LC step.

Finetuning We finetune compressed networks for 100

epochs using the learning rate of 0.02× 0.99t at epoch t (all

other settings are same as in L step)

Results We present our results as error-compression tradeoff

curves on Fig 4. For both networks, we drive the compression

ratio to a considerable values (beyond 30×), however, to make

plots comparable and easily readable we show the tradeoff

curves for the compression ratios of 7–31. For LeNet300,

pruning and quantization results are comparable along the

entire tradeoff curve, with slightly favorable results towards

the pruning. Interestingly, some of the compression points

showcase even a better test error indicating the regularization

capabilities of compression mechanisms. The performance of

the low-rank compression on the LeNet300 quickly deterio-

rates and becomes drastically worse wrt pruning/quantization.

In contrast, on the convolutional LeNet5 all schemes seem

to deteriorate in a similar manner when the compression

ratio increases. Yet again, the pruning results are marginally

better across the tradoff region. We conclude that elementwise

pruning on is the best choice among considered compressions

for the LeNet300 and LeNet5 networks.

C. CIFAR10 experiments

We train ResNet models with 20 and 32 layers and the

adapted3 version of VGG16 [47] on the CIFAR10 dataset

(10 classes, 60K colored images of 32 × 32). All networks

use batch normalization [48] between the layers; we used

same data-augmentation across the networks: normalize the

images, randomly flip image over horizontal axis, zero pad the

2https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/blob/master/examples/mnist/lenet.prototxt
3With outputs of fully connected layers of dimensions 512, 512, and 10.

https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/blob/master/examples/mnist/lenet.prototxt
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Fig. 4. Exploration of the tradeoff curves for quantization, low-rank, and
pruning on the LeNet300 and LeNet5. The reference models have a test error
of 1.79% and 0.56% respectively (horizontal dashed line marked by R). For
these particular models, the pruning based compression is a better choice
along the entire tradeoff curve.

image (4 pixels on each side) and randomly crop a 32 × 32
piece. During the testing phase we use normalized images

without augmentation. Reference networks are trained using

Nesterov’s SGD with momentum of 0.9 on the minibatches

of 128 images; the loss is the cross-entropy with additive ℓ2
regularization of 5 × 10−4. We train ResNets for a total of

200 epochs with the learning rate of 0.1 which is decreased

by 0.1 after 100 and 125 epochs. We train VGG16 for a total

of 300 epochs with the initial learning rate of 0.05 which is

decayed by 0.977 after every epoch. Reference networks have

the following test errors: ResNet20 of 8.35%, ResNet32 of

7.14%, and VGG15 of 6.46% (see Tab. I)

LC algorithm settings We use the same L-step settings

for all experiments of a particular model. For ResNet20 and

Error-compression tradeoff on ResNet20
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Error-compression tradeoff on ResNet32
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Error-compression tradeoff on VGG16
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Fig. 5. Exploration of the tradeoff curves for quantization, low-rank, and
pruning on the ResNet20, ResNet32, and VGG16. The reference models have
a test error of 8.35%, 7.14%, and 6.46% respectively (horizontal dashed line
marked by R). For ResNets quantization performs the best along the entire
tradeoff curve; for VGG16 pruning is more suitable.



ResNet32, the L step is performed using Nesterov’s SGD on

minibatches of 128 images with a momentum of 0.9; the

learning rate of 0.005 is decayed by 0.9 (restarted on every L

step). For VGG16 we have the learning rate of 0.0007 with all

other parameters unchanged. Each L step for all networks is

run for 15 epochs. The ResNet experiments have a total of 50

LC alternations with the µt = 10−4× 1.3t at the tth step. For

VGG16 we have 60 LC alternations with µt = 2 ·10−5×1.2t

at the tth step.

Finetuning We finetune compressed networks for 100

epochs. For ResNets we use the learning rate of 0.0005×0.99t

at tth epoch; and we use the learning rate schedule of

0.00008 × 0.99t for VGG16 (all other settings are same as

in the L step)

Results In Fig. 5 we present our compression results as

tradeoff curves for every combination of model and compres-

sion. In contrast to the MNIST experiments, here we see a

different picture in terms of the best choice of a compression

for the networks. For ResNet models, quantization has a

significantly better error-compression tradeoff when compared

to pruning and low-rank. We can compress already small

ResNets by 10× without any loss of accuracy. We observe

that the pruning does not perform as good as we have seen in

other experiments. This is not surprising: unlike quantization,

a weight is pruned its contribution is completely eliminated. If

there are not many weights in the network to start with (here

we are compressing very lean ResNets), at some point the

removal of the weights becomes irreversible. This interplay, of

course, depends on the task, architecture, and the performance

of the compressions scheme. For instance, pruning on the other

networks, and in particular on large VGG16, outperforms other

compression strategies with a significant margin.

D. Discussion

Our observations supports the motivation of the paper:

without an actual empirical comparison the question of the

best compression for a model will be ill-posed. As we have

demonstrated, while some compressions (for instance, prun-

ing) showcase favorable results in many cases there is no one-

fits-all recipe for an arbitrary combination of a task and a

model. Yet, having such a rule of thumb about effectiveness of

a certain compression for the layers of a certain type would be

a great addition. We hope our empirical study would pave the

way to collect and combine many future compression schemes

and their results in a single, easily comparable benchmark.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we argued and experimentally validated

the necessity of fair and objective empirical comparison of

different compression mechanisms available in the literature.

The tool that allowed us to perform this comparison is

the Learning Compression framework and its open-source

implementation—the LC Toolkit. The mathematical concept

behind the framework is the separation of model learning (L

step) from model compression (C step). We have empirically

observed that there is no single compression that universally

outperforms all other schemes. Despite this, for some networks

and datasets, empirical evidence suggests that pruning is a safe

starting choice. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

work comparing diverse compression mechanisms in apples-

to-apples way, thus filling very needed gap in the literature.
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